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By Philip Pullman

Alfred A. Knopf Books for Young Readers, United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue.
Language: English . Brand New Book. ***** Includes a preview of THE BOOK OF DUST, the long-
awaited new novel from Philip Pullman set in the world of His Dark Materials, and hailed by the New
York Times as a stunning achievement. ***** The modern fantasy classic that Entertainment Weekly
named an All-Time Greatest Novel and Newsweek hailed as a Top 100 Book of All Time. Philip
Pullman takes readers to a world where humans have animal familiars and where parallel
universes are within reach. Lyra is rushing to the cold, far North, where witch clans and armored
bears rule. North, where the Gobblers take the children they steal--including her friend Roger. North,
where her fearsome uncle Asriel is trying to build a bridge to a parallel world. Can one small girl
make a difference in such great and terrible endeavors? This is Lyra a savage, a schemer, a liar, and
as fierce and true a champion as Roger or Asriel could want. But what Lyra doesn t know is that to
help one of them will be to betray the other. A masterwork of storytelling and...
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This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. It is definitely simplistic but excitement from the 50 % of your book. You wont sense monotony at at any time
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .

A really great publication with perfect and lucid explanations. Of course, it is play, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this book
from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er
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